
Since 1946 Dunham Products, Inc. has been a
company that stands for quality and customer service
above all else.  Throughout the years Dunham has grown
in the aerospace fastener industry and has branched out to
include many other fastener
applications.  

Over the past few years
Dunham has undergone many
structural changes.  In January
of 2009 they relocated to their
current facility on Northfield
Road in Walton Hills.  With this
move they have been able to
add machines and personnel to
keep up with their customers’
growing demands.  With the
accessibility of this location to
Cleveland and the space to
branch out, Dunham now offers
complete manufacturing and secondary processes with
quick turnarounds.

Dunham’s employee structure has also undergone a
change.  Joseph F. Klukan II has taken his father’s seat as
President and Owner.  He continues to drive the company
forward to expand to new markets and offer new services
while focusing on growth for his current customers’ needs.
With his latest family addition of two twin boys in January,
2012 Joe holds firm to his family value of enhancing his
business for generations to come.

Former GM, Jay Maslanka has been promoted to Vice
President.  His hands-on approach to conducting
operations carries on in a larger capacity.  He has been
with the company for nearly a decade and in the industry
since his start at Lake Erie Screw, Cleveland.  

Office Manager, Sarah Johnson continues to
specialize in customer care and logistics.  With new
personnel to supervise and additional production
capabilities, she looks forward to continuing to learn new
processes and enhance the fluidity of office operations at

Dunham. 
The new, friendly face at the front desk is Kelly

Meadows, Office Assistant.  She is a welcome addition to
the Dunham family providing much needed assistance to

Joe, Jay, and Sarah.  Also,
Kevin Skrebunas is the new
Technical Sales contact.  He is
looking forward to contributing
to the growth of the company
and industry.

Since 2009, the number
of machinists employed by
Dunham has tripled, much of
which occurred in the last year.
Dunham has recently added 4
new thread roller machines and
2 Hwacheon CNC’s to its
production lines.  This opens up
their capabilities to meet their

customers’ ever growing demands.  
In the thread roll department, Dunham now has a

larger capacity for various sizes of threading.  The new
sems machine and high-speed slant machine allow them to
competitively accommodate high-speed, automated runs.
As always, Dunham has the ability to re-roll, blank roll, knurl
and roll threads for most material grades and hardnesses.

With the automatic bar feeders and live tooling on the
new CNC’s, Dunham has the ability to make more
complete and more complex parts with faster prototyping.
All of these new capabilities mean lower cost and faster
production.

Dunham has redesigned their website, which provides
a full list of capabilities and contact information as well as
employment opportunities.  If you haven’t visited in a while,
you should check it out at: www.dunhamproducts.com .  

With machining dwindling as an American commodity,
Dunham Products, Inc. is a strong, family built, Cleveland,
Ohio company that is standing tall and holding firm now
and into the future.
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DUNHAM PRODUCTS STANDING STRONG

Caption is (from left to right): Kelly Meadows, Jay Maslanka,
Joe Klukan, Sarah Johnson, Kevin Skrebunas
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